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FOMI•OTES

1 Kni&ht, F. H., Risk Uncertainty a-d Profit, Houghon Mifflin Co.,

Boiton, 1921. But see Arrow's comnents: "In brief, Xh~ight's uncertain-

ties seem to have surprisingly mny of the properties of ordinary

probabilities, and it is not clear how mich is gaired by the distinction

... .Actuamlly, his uncertainties produce about the saiw reactions in

i:.;divduals as other writers ascribe to risks." Arrow, K. J.,

"Alternative Approaches to the Theory of Choice in Riak-taking Situation,"

Econometrica, Vol. 19, October 1951, PP. 417; 426.

2 Shackle, G. L. S., UncertaLnty in Economics (Cambridge 1955),

. .If this exasrle were not typical of a number of Shackle's work,

,t w'Ouid see:. almost unfair to cite it, since it a~pears so transparentLy

inconsistent with conmmn3ly-observed behavior. Can Sackle really bedUeve

that ai. Auatralian captain who cared about batting first would be

.ndifferent between staking this outcome on "heads" or on an ace?

SRaroey, F. P., "Truth and Probability" '1926) in The Foundations

of :14thcmtic3 and Other Logical Essays, London, 1931; Savage, L. J.,

7he Foundations of 3tatistics, New York, 1951; de Finetti, E., "Recent

e,%,-tonj for the Reconciliation of Theories of Probability," pp. 217-

:'• o coeei:.j> of the 3econd (1950) Berkeley &Mosium on .Mathematical
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Statistics and PzrobsbilUtr Berke3*:ry 1951; ftpesp Po (see Si~epes P.,

Davddac., D.# and Siesel, S.,, Deed-simohkina 'tlofrd. 95) Closely

EAted eppsoaches, in which Individual choice behavior is presumed to be

stochasticU have been developed by Liies, R. D., individual Choice Behavior,

Nw York, 1959, end Chipm, J. S., "Stochastic Choice and Subjective

Probablility," in Decisions, Valsu and Grows ed. Willner, D., ev York,

1960. Althoufiý2 the srgimmzt in this paper applies equally vell to these

latter stochastic axim systs, tbqr vill not be discussed explicitly.

MONqe, ey. cit., P. 171.

Op. clt., p. 21. SavaW notes that the principle, in the form •f

the rationale above, "cannot appropriately be accepted as a postu2lte in

the sense that P1 is, becose it vould Introduce nev undefined technical

term referring to knouledge and possibility that would rcnder It nathe-

Ratieally useless vithout sti postulates governin these ter-iq."

11 mbstitutes fbr it a postulate cotsesponding to P2 above as expressing

the ons Intuitive constrain•. hvssps 1P corresponds closely to

"Mln•is Postulate" (mb and lffta, mns. ad Declimsio, New York, 1957,

p. 290) or 0ilgo 's 0o1m Linearity postulate, Ibid., p. 297,. which

Lqily that ding cNsUmnt to a colIM of MoM should not change the

preenc ordering "M6 acts.

If numrical probabilitiee were assumed known, so that the subject

vere dealing explicitly with known "risks," these postulates would amount

to smmalson's "pecial Indepndence Assumption" ("Probability, Utility,

and the Independence Axiom," Iconometrica, 20, 670-78, 1952) on which

Soamelson relies heaviLy In his derivation of "von Neuann-Morgenstern

uilfties."
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7 Note that in no case are you invited to cboose botb a color and an

urn freely; nor ae you given az, Indication beforehand as to the full set

of Wpmbles that will be offered. if these conditions were alteIed (as in

30e of H. hifft's experimnts with students), you could employ randomized

strategies, such as flipping a coin to determine what color to bet on in

Urn I, which =W affect your ehoices.
8 arne me the iwatages of purey kpothetloal eer-ntas. In

"real life,* you would probably turn out to bhee a profound color prefer-

ence that would invalidate the vhol first set of trials, and various

other biases that would sh up one by one as the experimentation

progressed inconclusivel.

Bmwerez the resalta In Ch1pm's alnut ilentiol axerlmat (M.

cit., pp. 87-88) d~o gtv* strong .Wsqpt to this ftnding; (hIpan's

mteq w !p~ei Giffrs hu %bat -eu belm.

9 n order to relate Moms hdo~ee o~alr1l to the postulates, let us

chan the oeeintal setting allutly. Jat us asm that the balls In

Urn I are each nrked vith a Is and the balls In Urn II vith a I1; the

contents of both urns ae tben dusped Into a single urn, vhieh then con-

tains 50 Rs4d, balls, 50 Bsackn balls., and 100 fled, and Mlack 1 balls in

unknown proportion (or In a proportion indloated on3 by a sm=3 random

sazle, say, one Red and one Black). The following actions ame to be

nonsidered:



100 50 50

I a b b b

II b a b b

MII b b a b

IV b b b a

V a a b b

VI b b a a

lat us asmse that a person is indifferent betwer I and II (betveen

betting on h1 or B,) between IMI and IV and betweren V and VI. It mul4

then •o.llv from PostLUtes 1 and 2# tkA assuWtion of a complete orderint,

of actions and the wu'e-thing Principles that I, II, III and IV are all

indifh'enat to em" other.

To InUdse the rture or the proof, ruppose that I Is preferred '•

S(te person paetlre to bet am NR zwtme t .ar. It). Postulates 1 and 2

I that certain -ta icms can be performed on this pair of actions

wiveag arst-otin MAei *_eera" ardrin,1L specifically, one action can

be replaed bW an aation Indifferent to it (P1 -- cqailete ordering) and

the v.aue of a constant column an be oaangud (P2 -- &we-thing Principle)

Thus starting vith I and LUX and performing such "admissible tr-,,-

foaumtione it Would folov from P1 and P2 that the first action in each of

the f!llovlng pairs should be prefenm:



I a b b b
III b b a b

I' a b b a P2
ln' b b a a

I#" a b b a P1
III" a. a b b

Je'f b b b a P-1
In'"i b a b b

I0"" b b a b P1
III"s" a b b b

Contradiction: I preferred to 1rI, end I1"1 (equivalent to III)

preferred to M1119 (equlymlast to I).

10 X ob ceit, p- 219.

SKennet A-rro Mm quSuted the fot1.'Sn u1le, In the spirit

at the sbm me:

Ia ab b
I a b a b
EU b a b a

Rib b a a

Aiml tftt I Is J 'Ur' va - to iV, II Is I ndtfftawt to IMI.

3unose that I Is preferred to I1j mdat Is the orterin' of III and Z•V?

If IIn is not prefered to Xv, 1e, the &ri4hu% Principle is violated.

If IV is not preferred to III, P1, caafte ordering of actions, is

violated. (if ini Is indlfferent to IV, both PI and 12 are violated.)

12 let the ut1i1W pW*M oosseqpondng to ioo -- $0 be 1,, o; let

P 1 P21 P 3 be the probabilities oorreuponding to Red# Yellow, Black. The

expected value to action I is then P1 ; to IIn P2 ; to III, P1 + P3; to
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13geslaom#, P.9 tPzbab±UI, an the Att=VU to Measure VUlityr,"

IM 200=c MdWys (Tao)o, 3Jea)s, JU4, M9O0 PP. 169-170.

To test the predctive efftecteness of the axime (or of the alter-

note Gecisima ruls to be proposed in th e xct section) in thaee situations.

~tnIo d m~erSlanteko Is in oarw. (ese Ch1nwa s ingious mWeriseL.

~.cit.) &A# as 8xv~m rmxsaf Q%. cit.j, p. 28) the sw.s of Interivia-

tion Implied h and in kavel' a book,, askdog "the person not boW be A-

but ids he would do in raft an maf a altuatin." an giving him appe

-- xdfqI to pool the solSaacme at Us repliaes# sem quite anropr4I

sts In w1*iut "Ib Unary Is w macrtit acautIve Intsrpaet*.ioc.

lbzwverx Man mm sqWI~mfte ohssiv-Utin am beve at e&At nwsatIve

awSr'eal SMIiosAlowps dsm *we is a pris.tnAr~ that people ~'

inabstw ies vis3eltO ft op~ ~adma ai ~i c~lam Vo- fether

I"fqt VU o0W 4 ttt o aythm

6 o Omw Usss %uuim based = ".eprta" could vialat. the

ftmfti ftsii*U* slings &Ul omusbot oolin of pwvott iio-Id tresfnetm

to a 001M of Ole SA ton at "vepret"; an U other hwd such a persom

w,.L24 vlolaft 11, oafteof adebrIN at otraftees.

flee 88 ChMM !NO at#pp. 7%, 93. Odpen's iqinortat i~rk in

tug~ uta,, dorwa. i-pa en3and lwg@sl prior to aimp is not discussed

bere since It asodies a stochastic thory of choice; its spirit is

othw vise, closely sIzilar to that of the present qproec, and Uis experi-

mental result. ane both pertinent and favorable to the Ibypotheses belay



Us. ala. th cinmta bF N. OsozVsma4b*W anmotlm of

wc~W~IUI~wa om*Wt 1dmticial to wmtgwiai" In tbis per: "Me~

wtom of 'h Ptasti ad iebn~, qtLa Vpr~uy

~.gobA"Wi ed. MWi ~Do i S*ocIaIflam Sesemarcb Cmxdls

New Yrkm, 19%a58 446 WI If~cj mg m tectstaw ms saw

Quaterly7 Jama 0.: Boamamicl* IOX. LUZO1 b. 4"i awStle 39AP&

pp. M2-530. 2bse NabI jar4Mat airtlels aeto mW &ttes~mi amZy

after thi Perebatm to as riater, auawing no pm tbr t

]k - 'AP St a. .Ct-SW 57..,, 59- DUMP later na, so tr as to

magpwt (3Z. Al.# pp. 68-19) Va Us aws ot vaaee" atbaoad to

mw JWmt t psruinR 3* I11g at% & to q 6 A Ic v1*lW.isa

of his wd~ f.&O4 No amigiM d he ""an"m sa~s'

m as moUm" In ftbwM 14 abm aeu mat for

Owe bdwaei La - ogIm.
17 bad" Jae An- P.M
I80 We so1' So a9uwmuWa IW Sm ( p. 6~8) and

"OUogssa'm (mogss. ~s~as~NSX117"Pp. W-7530) a

o3N~r umoss*JjteM-.Ita&U R-.iMm13 In tý of ONUS6

qectaicm w "crOM2117~" (mbWityi); 816LOtt qweas to influen~ce!

choice was *am estlukd ~.ti an - wt equivalent.
19 This nals is bead upon ts omomopt. or a "retri1cted BWsye

solution" developed by J. L. Boigss, Jr., an B. L. laimman ("The Uses of

Previou~s Eqv.rianen in Rseahi~ng Otatistical Decision,' Armls of



~~1a~~m Va.*~* 5D~ 3s, fbimbters M92# w. 396-MU

- 0ft"M~ thzev betim W of ths gww Arivjes bosvi3w iMR

WO ~ks M ZbM wa mts, e1gavo their Wpas* is intivated md

see aims, L. an CS, tcDtai pnl -d AIst±OC

,o -itl I~ 3 I VoM*&.lowatm%. 29, lb- 3s 3UVy, M951.M

30.3-3 (&butrmct). u1s ands with the am sort or pavblm wd Preveunt

a 2%eujj p 3in1cIpU egilvaUmt, in =m aoalfa

to ah decis ion rl I IMgne 05 M as4i earnier WOOB&At1 ot th~a pee

(V egmr 3,960); hit bo th Vftban Uw the "cWia wtiis &"veloped

in tbo jiies 4" 1, as'~of "bost .sUmft" distrINOt~an y 0

Ma a 'Ou5Eamm qgavn A~.

isSInAdmetbiti 9MA QS'~~UATW44t to tA*

w~a belim %b~ v blmr 'a u

u'Iies Am s" ftm. kIý - -161-2-1 to be uslift %viu

~~~~~~= -U -""Mg ,~hi qs tedmL"ts ofmAurtza

* Won' ~S~YIdt"~*L~~s1 MUAIYVer

U~~.~g" I" Of~esqtbe mm =%m to o&MrUbr

hb"nuum sads em - Lmv-- to ft a mat vmaib~ab

-"ý geg %j - I ý 1~S. mIWMM Uis ftmesve~~ 4"at mad

1at~4tivenajeftiues I" -Wer t ft Ow~n~ zwlip portiod

ben. U.wver uis so3luum to as Probu gomsesI Id uDR' set, of

imizt Gatm1~ ui~~3~at pq'off a (proambU3 correopm±ng to

t~w "best *.tjvM*s" ba) emo a "camrction factor,," reflacting the

degree of Mbgodty or OOnflUW",v AIdc operates an ftse w1*gts La a

mewr I zI - ~I It of the structaure of pqoffs. I as not entire2.y clear
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accowt adiqitalj for all th behior dinawmAs alms.



RISK, AMBIGUITY, AND TEE SWVAGE AXIOMS

Daniel Ellsberg*

The RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, Califoraia

I. ARE TIME UNCEDRTITIFS THAT ARE NW RISMS?

There has always been a gc•od deal of skepticism about the behavioral

suiificance of Frank Knight-'s distinction between "measurable uncertainty" o

"risk," which may be represented by numerical probabilities, and "unmseasuras"

uncertainty" which cannot. Knight maintained that the latter "un rtainty"

prevailed -- and hence that numerical probabilitie3 were inapplicable -- in

situations when the decislon-mker was ienorant of the statistical freque

cies of events relevant to his decision; or when a priori calculations were

impossible; or when the relevant events were in some sense unique; or when a

importanrt, once-and-for-all decision was concerned. 1  (For this and subseque,

footnotes, see end of paper.)

Yet the feeling has persisted that, even in these situations, p-,Dplc ten

to behave "as if" they assigned numerical probabilities, or "degrees of

belief," to the events 1zpingina on their actions. However, it is hard eithe

to confirm or to deny such a proposition in the absence of precisely-defined

procedures for measuring these alleged "degrees of belief."

Any vlews expressed in this paper are those of the author. They should
not be interpreted as reflecting the views of The RAND Corporation Or the
official opinion or policy of arty of its governmental or private research
sponsors. Papers are reproduced by The P=W Corporation as a courtesy to
members of its staff.

Research for this paper was done while the author was a member of the
Society of Fellows, kNrvard University, 1957. An earlier version was read
before the Econometric 3ociety at its December 1960 meeting in At. Louis;
and the present version incorporating changes in Section III will appear in
the November 1961 issue of the Quarterly Journal of Economics, in a syxposium
on decision-rakinc under uncertainty, together with a contribution by
William Fellner and a note on the present paper by Howard Raiffa. In re-
vising Section III. the author was particularly stimOated by discussions
with A. Madansky, T. Schelling, L. Shapl-er, and S. Winter.
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What might it mean operationally, in terms of refutable predictions about

observable phenomena, to say that someone behaves "as if" he assigned quanti-

tative likelihoods to events: or to say that he does not? An intuitive

answer may emerge if we consiler an example proposed by Shackle, who takes

an extreme form of the Ihightian position that statistical information on

frequencies within a large, repetitive class of events is strictly irrelevant

to a decision whose outcome depends on a single trial. Mhackle not only

rejects numerical probabilities for representing the uncertainty in this

situation; he meintains that in situations where all the potential outcomes

seem "perfectly possible" in the sense that they would not violate accepted

laws and thus cause "surprise," it is impossible to distinguish meaningfully

(i.e., in terms of a person'a behavior, or an other observations) between

the relative "likelihoods" of these outcomes. In throwing a die, for instance,

it would not surprise us at all if an ace came up on a single trial, nor if, cr

the other hand, m othe ivdwe aeo t. bfo8 k2ae concludes:

&Tpoae the captains in a Test Match have agreed that instead of
tossing a coin for a choice of innings they will decide the
matter by this next throw of a die, and that If It shove an ace
Australia shall bat first, If any other number, then England
shall bet first. Can we now give ar meaningbl answer whatever
to the question, "Who will bat first?" except "We do not knov?" 2

Mset of us might think we could wi better answers than that. We could

say, "England will bat first," or more cautiously: "I think England will

probably bat first." And If Shackle challenges us as to what we "mian" by

tha- stateamnt, it Is quite natural to reply: 'We'll bet on England; and

we'll give you good odds."

It so happens that in this case statistical information (on the

behavior of dice) is available and does seem relevant even to a "single

shot" decision, our bet; it will affect the odds we offer. As Damon Runycn
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once said, "The race is not alvays to the swift nor the battle to the

strong, but that's the vay to bet." Rowever, it is our bet itself., and not

the reasoning and evidence that lies behind it, that gives operational

meaning to our statement that we find one outcome "more likely" than

another. And we moy be willing to place bets -- thus revealing "degrees

of belief" In a quantitative form -- about events for vhich there is no

statistical information at all, or reg.arding which statistical Information

seems in principle unobtainable. If our pattern of bets were suitably

orderly -- if it satisfied certain postulated constraints -- it would be

possible to infer for ourselves numerical subjective probabilities for

events, in terms of which soe future decisions could be predicted or

described. Thus a good deal -- perhaps all -- of Knigt's cla3s of

"unaeasurable uncertainties" would have succumbed to measurement, and

"risk" would prevail instead of "uncertainty."

A number of sets of constraints on choice-behavior under uncertainty

have now been proposed, all more or less equivalent or closely similar in

spirit, having the iwlicathon that -- for a "rational" man -- all uncer-

tainties can be reduced to risk.s. 3 Their flavor is suggested by Ramsay's

early notions that, "The degree of a belief is.. .the extent to which we

are prepared to act upon it," and "The probability of 1/3 is clearly

related to the kind of belief which would lead to a bet of 2 to 1.1,4

Starting from the notion that gambling choices are influenced by, or

"reflect," differing degrees of belief, this approach sets out to Infer

those beliefs from the actual choices. Of course, in general those choices

reveal not only the person's relative expectations but his relative prefer-

ences for outcos; there is a proulem of distinguishing between these.



But if one picks the right choices to observe, and if the Bavae postulates

or owe equivalent set are found to be satisfied, this distinction can be

made unambiguously, and either qualitative or, Ideally, numerical proba-

bilities can be deternined. The propounders of these axioms tend to be

hopeful that the rules will be commoy satisfied, at least roughly and

most of the time, because they regard these postulates as normative naxim..

videly-acceptable principles of rational behavicr. In other words, people

should tend to behave in the postulated fashion, because that is the way

they would want to behave. At the least, these axicms are believed to

predict certain choices that people will make when they take plenty of

tis to reflect over their decision, in the light of the postulates.

In considering only deliberate decisions, then, does this leave any

room at all for "Unm"a ble u : fbr imee'a-nties wt z%& -

1ble to "risks," to quantitative or qualitative probabilities?

A side effect of the axiointic approach Is that It supplies, at last

(as Might did not), a useful operational sanIng to the proposition that

people do not amys, assigned, or act "as tbhOh" they assigned, probabll-

ities to uncertain events. The nnning vo3ld be that with respect to

certain events they did not obey, nor dle tney wish to obey -- even on

reflection -- Sarne's postulates or .,1uivalen. rules. One could euphasize

here either that the postulates fr' to be acceptable In those circum-

stances as noniative rules, or that they failed to predict reflective

choices; I tend to be more interested in the latter aspect, Savage no

4oubt in the former. (A third inference, which N. Phiffa favors, could be

th~at people need more drill on the importance of conforming to the Savage

axioms.) But from either point of view, it would follow that there would
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be siw3MY no io to Infer meanin~fta probabilities for those events from

their choices, and theories which purported to describe their uncertainty

in terms of probabilities would be quite inapplicable in that area (unless

quite different operations for measuring probability" were devised). -kore-

over, such people could not be described as m raxiizing the :athematical

expectation of utility on the basis of numerical probabilities for those

events derived on an basis. Nor would it be possible to derive numerical

"von Neum~nn-Mbrgenatern:' utilities from their choice3 among 3ambles

involving those events.

I propose to indicate a class of choice-situations in which many

otherwise reasonable people neither wish nor tend to conform to the

Savage postulates, nor to the other axiom sets that have been devised.

But the Implications of such a finding, if true, are not vhol•y destructive.

First, both the predictive and normative use of the Savage or equivalei.4

postulates uiW be Uiroved by avoiding ettempts to apply them in certain,

specifiable r m es wre they do not seem acceptable. Second, we

idgbt hope that it Is precisely in such circumstances that certain

propomls for alternative decision rules and non-probabilistic descriptions

of uncertainty (e.g., b• •it, Shackle, Darvicz, and Hodges and Lehmann)

might prove fruitful. I believe, in fact, that this is the case.
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n . WUV AIIfl TEI AI M I RIM K

Which of tvu eveats, 6, P, dees an individual censider "more likely*?

In the Ramsvf-8vage appraechs the basic test is: On which event would

he lrefer to stake a iprize. or to place a given bet? By the phrase,

"to offer a bet on e we shall mean: to make available an action with

consequence a if CZ occurs, (or, as iavage puts it, if a "obtains")

and b if• does not occur (i.e.,, if a, or %*t-&* occurs), where a

is preferable to b.

Suppose, then, that we offer a subject alternative bets "en" a

and "on" A (a. 1 need not be either vatual exclusive or exhusstive,

but •tr eum m we *rol m Ia,,n all Jamt4 tho tVq, er

I a b b
Gasbles

HX a b

aw Ramga tvalp popeaau to to Interpret the perosea' preference

between I ar1 11 as revealing the relative Uikelthed hfv assigns to a

and A. If he does not detflutely prefer II to I# It lo to be inferred

that he regars a as ent Ies" probable thm' 0, which we will write:

For example, in the case of MasekIe's illustrationp we midt be

allowed to bet either that Englad Vill bat first or that Australia

will (these two events being c slaentay), staking a $10 prize in

either case:

England first Australia first

1*10 $o]

1 .. . .
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If the event were to be detemined by the to" of a die, Rogland to bat

first if any number but an ace turned up, I would strongly prefer

gamble I (and if Shackle should really claim indifference between I ead II,

I wuld be anxious to make a side bet vith him). If, on the other hand,

the captain@ were to toes a coin, I would be indifferent between the two

bets. In the first case an observer might infer, on the basis of the

msey-Savage axians, that I regarded Rgland as more likely to bat first

than Australia (or, an ace as less likely than not to come up); in the

second cae, that I regarded Beads and Tails as "eqAally likely."

gat inference youldj in fact, be a little hasty. W indifferenco

in the second case would indeed indicate that I assigLed equal probabilities

to gads and Tails, if I assit!d say probabilitles at all to those events;

but the latter condition voud rmain to be proved, and it vould take

further choices to prove it. I might, for exap•le, be a "min'm er, "

vbose JiAnff1senoe between the two bets merely reflected the fact that

their respective *worst outcomes" wer identical. To rule out mach

possibilitles, It voul be necessary to exmlne Vy pattern of preferences

in a number of well-chosen ease, In the light of certain axiomatic

constraints.

In order for any relationship (smong events to have the properties

of a "qualitative probability relationship," it mast be true that:

(a) (ý) is a complete ordering over events; for any tvo events a, P,

either a is "not less r'tobable than" 1, or S Is "not less probable than"

a, and ifCa> 0 and 0> Z, then > 7 .

(b) If a is more probable than 0, then "not.-O (or, &) is less prolAble

than not-P (A); if a is equally probable to &, and P is equal2ly probable
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to 0, then a is e*qally probable to •.

(c) If a Wsdya• Mutual "exclusive" and so are 0 ad y(I.e., if a 7a

PA7 - 0), and if a is more probable than A, then the union (av7) is more

probable than (Av7 ).

S&vage prows that the relationhip(ý)mona events, inferred as above

from choices among Smbless will have the above properties if

the individual's pattern of choices obeys certain postulates. To indicate

some of these briefly:

Pl: Ccxplete ordering of mbles, or "actions." In the exmple

below either I in preferred to U•jU is preferred to 1, or I and II are

i.Ldifferent. If I Is preferred to U, and I Is preferred or indifferent

to III, then I is preferred to MI (not smn).

I t b b

II b a b

P2: The choice betwen tm actions must be uaffected by the value

of payoffs corresponding to events for fhich both actions havo the

payoff (i.e., by the value of payoffs in a costant column ). Thus, if

the subject preferred I to nI in the exrpla above, he "hold prefer

III to rV,, below,, when a end b ane unchmanid and a takes sW value:

a b a4

IV I b c

This corresponds to Savaga's Postulate 2p which he calls the "Sure-

ThAng Principle" and which bears great weight in the analysis. One
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ratIogale for It SmOints to the following$ appose that a person vould

not P&efer IT to In If be kw that the third coblm vouaA not 'obtain'j

if, an the othe berdp be new that the third co3m• vmM obtain, he

VM still not prefer IV to In., since the psyoffs (whatever they are)

are .al. Bo, since he vld not prefer IV to III %in either event,'

he iiould not prefer 17 vhm he does not knov boethar or not the third

colLI vili obtain.

'koept poss•'•ly for the ashumption of simple ordering.' "av8ae

asserts,, "1 know of no other extralogical principle pemrning decisions

that fids wuch reedy acceptance.

A: The choice in the sbove exeple emst be Indepemdent of the values
of a amd b give ther orern. flus,, preferring [to nI, the subject

should prfer V to VI below, vn d > es

'a "p
V 0 i e

T•his is 9aV14gs's lmstulate 1, the mnepenene of probabilities and pey-

offs. R•ou•j It specifies that the choice of event on vhich a person

prefers to stake a prise should not be affected by the slse of the prize.

In embinstion with a non-controversial" Postulate P3, (corresponding

to "sdnisuibility", the rejection of doninsted actions), these four

postulatesp if generally satisfied by the individual's choices,, Imp•y

that his preference for I over U ( or In over IV, or V over VI) may

safely be interpreted as sufficient evidence that he reoerds a as "not

less probable then" 0; the relationship "not I,# probable than" thus

oper&tiona2l defined, vill have all the properties of a "qualitative
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probability relatensMhp." (Other pouates, wch vl not be

considered here, an necesear In order to establish mmrical probabi-

ltris.) In goesAl, " one panders these postulates and tests them intro-

spectilvey L' a vwlety of Inothetical situations, they do indeed appear

plausible. Ibat Is to amy that they do smo to have wide validity

us normtive criteria (for w,, as wou as fbr kyv...); they ae probably 6

rouably accurate in predictin6 certain aspects of actual choice behavior

Ln zany situations and better yet In predicting rflective behavior in

those situations. To the extmt hiLs is true, It shamld be possible to

infer from certain bing choices in those sltuations at leat a

qualitative probability relatin•ebt wr eventa acomp Ung to a

given person's "degrees at balet.'

t us now coanmdr ms odtwtms In vwMh the kvas ezdome do

not seen so plausible: oim A nteea In iwih now or the above owclu-

slons my appear wild.

Consider the fslffeim *V*Wwiml •e• rmot. lot us suppose

that you oaftus twa uns ocmtalf rad ad b•le baUl,, from one of

hAich a bal vil: be Gma # rada.. To %t on ads" vwl man

that you choose to dvz fran 1rn I; end that you vll receive a prize a

(say $100) if you Ozsv a red ball (*if ?Ad, occurs") and a amLler

amount b (amy, *0) if y'ju drew a black ("if not-?ed, occurs").

You bye" the tollrAung Inomation. Urn I cont&ins 100 red and

black brl.s, but in a ratio entirely unmwaA to you; there ney be from

0 to 100 red bAlls. In Urn II, you confirm that there are exactly 50

red and 50 black bals. An observer -- vho, let us say, ts igaorant of

the state of your Infomation about the urns -- sets out to easure



your sabjeetiw look abU41tsea % ntaop you "s to 70=r PreeMo

in the following Vpol of gbles

L a*&Ii&i do you , reter to bet o, U or 3Rd or ek: or an You

iAdWFtea"4"emttol lia ieO &-swifta ball frm Mhu Ij, cc whih '@weut% do

ymu pref the $1=) atfp Mad or ]1.tk: or do yw.. car•?

3L "WhLel w you pnftr to bet o, MUe8 or RuTl7O

3. **ieh do you prefer to bet anv RmG or dt*

4. 9hich do you prefer to tot an$ Block o Was 3lk? 7

lot " us ~me that In both the first can am& the omlase,, you

ae Indiffernt (the VP10o 8 eUq fme).r a large =m aer of

repiepund abml~teiy m.witlceitoms,~a yew asimers to

themeo A tm jo ,i ns mm liUka to tell into cm or three group. You

OW s411 be vmta it * pir of optmw. (It so, you mW sit

ba* a M vm& feh tar i). Nt It You aa In tAe Majority, yu v%21

MUtr th1 Rm .ag Pref mme of a mall winonlt, un the other ver,

puefteming WUt an Wto heS%* ml Bleat, to Mack1 1 .

If you wm In eithr of onm latter gm•p# you are now in trouble

With the RtGV miMtS.

Iupose that# betng on Ikeds you p•eferred to draw out of Urn II.

An observer, vplying the basLe rule of the ftmW/Usvep eproach,

would infer tertative1y that you reTarded Ped. as "more probably than"

Red,. He then observes that you almso prefer to bet on Black, rather

than Blak" . .... 'e he cannot conclude that you regard Red, as more

probable t:a' 3ed '•. at the me time, not-Red, as more probable
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th not-Re6, - this bein inconsistent with We esntial properties of

probability relationship. - be auet conclue that your choices wye

riot revealing judmmnts of O'pobabilityw at all. Bo ft-r as thoee events

ae concerned,, it is pII biI to Infer probabilities fra your choices;

you must inevitably be violating sam of the ava4p axioms (spec.if1ically,

n and P2, colate or&neiM of actions ad/or the Mare-thin Principle).9

T a plies if you preferrz d to bet an •b•d and, lackn rather

than M•od or nIo . tove , barking back to your earlier (hypothetical)

wpaois, awW one of thes preferences involves you In oonflict with the

axiosms. For if o Is to interpret from .*or movs t tthe first tw

%A*6tI1ou that whd Is %v2y "al hev to notbm.d, and Ra) U Is equtally

1iIXOXY to not-fsdn,, then Am% (or Dlaek) should be emaafly 1 .. to

Saed,, (or to Black ),, admA V roerMene for dravIn fro a urn over

the other Us toa•M sp]eti..

It mWS t be &3ee %Wat the a iomd total Iget ce of the ratio,

of red ad' bleak balls Ii' 20 IS as em wuaal~c cmdtIOn,- 100a"in to

erratic deoIsiems. lot us wnase Instead tbat you hae" been allowed to

draw a rM swWU at two balls from Uft I# and that you have drawn one

red and oam bleak. or a swple atoffws two red anid two black. Such

conditions do not seen to changp the obseewed pattern of choices appreciably

(aithouga the mzteliotae to dimr from Urn I wes down sumewhat, as shown

:for excenie, by the mount a subjeet vill pay to draw frm2 V1rn I; this

stiL1 rmains well below, what he viln pe for v WnU). The erne conflicts

with the axioms appear.

long after beginning these observations., I discovered recently that

KdmIgt tiad postulated an identical comparison,, between a man who kniovs that
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there are red and black balls in an urn but is igorant of the n~mbers

of each, and another who knows their exact proportion. Th results

indicated above directly contradiet JIbiit's own intuition about the

situation: "It must be admitted that practically, if any decision as to

conduct is involved, such as a wager, the first man would have to act on

the supposition that the chances are equal..I0 If indeed people were

cczapelled to act on the basis of some Principle of Insufficient Reason

when they lacked statistical information, there would be little interest

in WniiAt'a own distinctions between risk and uncertainty so far as

cornuct were involved. But as many people predict their own conluct in

such hypothetical situations, they do not feel obliged to act "as if"

taey 63si±,ed p;'obabilities at all, equal or not, in this state of

i;iorance.

Another example yields a direct test of one of the Savage o

Imagine an urn known to contain 30 red balls and 60 black and yellow balls,

the latter in uknown proportlio. (Alternatively,, Imagine that a sample

o' two drawn from the 60 black and yellow balls ha. resulted in one black

aid one yellao). One ball In to be drawn at random from the urn;

the folloviza actions are consisdere

30 60
Red Black Yellow

1 $100 $0 $0
I1 $0 $100 $C

Action I is "a bet on Red," II is "a bet ot; Black." Which do you pref'erS'

Now consider the following two actions, under the sae circumotances:

30 60
Red Black Yellow

III $100 $0 $100
IV $0 $100 $100



iction III is a "bet on Red or Yellow*; IV is a "bet on Black or Yellow.'

h.ich of these do you prefer? Take your tfie!

A very trequent pattern of response is: action I preferred to II,

and IV prefe1.red to Iln. Less frequent is: II preferred to I, and III

preferred to IV. Both of theses of courses violate the Sure-thing

Principle, which requires the ordering of I to U to be preserved in

III and IV (since the two pairs differ only in their third colwn,

constant for each pair). The first patterns for exmxple, impies that

the subject prefers to bet "on" Red rather than "on" Blackj and he also

p.eferc to bet "aainst" Red rather than "s~ainst" Black. A relationship

Thore Likely than" inferred&n his choice would fail condition (b) above

of a "qualitativc probability relationship," since it would Indicate that

.1o rtgarded Red as more likely than Black, but also "not-Rsd" as more

!ie2. than "not-Black." Moreovers he vculd be acting ""s thoug" he

rcoarded "Red or Yellow" as less like' then 'Bak or Tellav," althouh

Red were r. likely than Black, ad iad, Yellow and Black were natually

exclusive: thus violating condition (C) aboe.

Once again, It Is Imossible, on the bsis of such choices, to infer

even qualitative probabilities for the events in question (speclfically,

for events that include Yellow or Mlack, but not both). Moreover, for any

v•1ues of the payoffs, it is iqpossible to find probability nulers in

ter.u of vhich these choices could be described -- even roughly or

ajpproxinately - as mmxijnzing th: rathematical expectation of utility.A

You rtijht now pause to reconsider your reM'Aes. If you should repent

of -rour violations -- if you should decide that tour choices inplyinE

corflicts irith the axics were "mistsakes" and that your "real" preferencea,
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upon reflection, Involve no such inconsistencies -- you confirm that the

Savage postulates are, if not descriptive rules for you, your normtive

criteria in these situations. But this is by no means a universal

reaction; on the contrary) it would be exceptional.

Responses do vary. There are those vho do nrot violate the axioms,

or say they won't, even in these situations (e.g., G. Debreu, R. Schlalf er

P. Soanelson); such subjects tend to apply the axioms rather than their

intuition, and when In doubt, to apply some form of the Principle of

Insufficient Reason. Some violate the axioms cheerfully, even with gusto

(J. Mkrachak, N. Dalkey); others sadly but persistently, having looked

into their hearts, found conflicts with the axioms and decided, in

Samuelson's phrose,13 to satisfy their preferences and let the axioms

satisfy themselves. Still others (H. Raiffs) tend, intuitively, to

violate the axioms but feel guilty about It and go back into furthe.

analysis.

The i•ortant finding Is that, after re-thinking all their "ofrend:Ut"

decisions in the lIght of the axioms, a number of peopye vho are not only

sophisticated but reasonable decide that they vish to persist in their

choices. This includes people who previously felt a "first-order

commitwnt" to the axioms, oay of them surprised and some dismayed to

find that they visbes, In these situations, to violate the 3ure-thing

Principle. Since this group included L. J. Savage, when last tested by

me (I have been reluctant to try him aaein), it seems to deserve respect-

ful consideration.



III M AIM £6 S U!IWAI M N-M RIS?

Individuals who would choose I over II and IV over III in the exawle.

above (or, II over I and III over IV) are siqply not acting "as though"

they assigned numerical or even qualitative probabilities to the events in

question. There are, it turns out, other ways for them to act. But what

are they doing?

Even with so few observations, It Is possible to say some other

things they are not doing. They are not "minimuxing; nor are they applying

a "Nurwicz" criterion," Tximizing a weighted average of niniumi payoff

and maxim= for each strategy. If they were following any such rules

they would have been indifferent between each pair of Gambles, since all

have Identical minim and maxim. 4oreover, they are not "miniaxing

regret," since in terms of "regrets" the pairs 1-I and 1II-1V are

identical. 14

Tbhus, none of the fiui11 criteria for predicting or prescribing

deciaionuaking under uncertainty corresponds to this pattern of choices.

Yet the choices thuaelves do not appear to be careless or random. They

are persistent, reported]Y deliberate, end they seem to predominate

epiricaly; mny of the people who take then are siinently

reasonable, and they Insist that they want to behmve this way, even though

they my be generally respectful of the Swva axios. There are strong

indications, in other words, not merely of the existence of relable

patterns of blind behavior but of the operation of definite nornative

criteria, different from and conflicting with the familiar ones, to which

these people are trying to conform. If we are talking about you, among

others, we might call on your introspection once aain. What did you

think you were doing? What were you trying to do?
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One thing to be explained is the fact that you probably vould not

violate the axioms in certain other situations. In the urn exwrle,

although a person's choices my not allow us to infer a probability for

Yellow,, or for (Red or Black), we may be able to deduce quite definitely

that he regards (Yellow or Black) as "more likely than" Red; in fact, we

might be able to arrive at quite precise ==erical estimtes for his

probabilities, approxiuting 2/3, 1/3. What is the difference between

these uncertainties, that leads to such different behaior?

Responses fro confessed violators Indicate that the difference is

not to be found in terms of the tvo factors cmcwnly used to determine a

choice situation, the relative desirability of the possible payoffs and

the relative likelihood of the events affecting them, but in a third

dimension of the problem of choice: the nature of one's informt ion

Sconcerning the relative likellhood of events. What is at issue raiht be

called the S of this infornation, a quality depending on the

munt, type, reliabity and muanmltey" of information, and givirn

rise to one's deem otU In an estiumte of relative likelihoods.

ob Mae as in•t dgs, sx•indn , NWaeics criteria or minlmwdng

regret are usualy piescribed for situations of "complete ignorance,"

in which a decsiom•alr laaks any information whatever on relative

likelihoods. This wuld be a case in our urn exuzpIe if a subject had no

basis ibr considering any of the possible probability distributions over

Red, Yellow, Black -- such an (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (,Ol) -- as a better

estiates, or basis for decision, then any other. On the other band, the

Savage axioms, and the general "Bayesisn" approach, are unquestionably

appropriate ulieen a subject is willing to base his decisions on a definite



and precise choice of a particular distribution: his uncertainty in such

a situation is unequivocally in the form of "risk."

But the state of information in our urn example can be characteried

neither as "ignoranoe" nor "risk" in these senses. Each subject does

know enough about the problem to rule out a number of possible distribu-

tions, including all three mentioned above. He knows (by the tems of

the experiment) that there are Red balls in the urn; in fact, he knows

that exactly 1/3 of the balls are de-. Thus, in his "choice" of a sub-

jective probability distribution over Red, Yellow, Black -- if he wanted

such an estimate as a bass for deciuion -- he is limited to the set of

potential distributions between (Ms~ 2/3, 0) and (1,3, 0b 2/3): i.e., to

the infinite set (1/3#, 2/3-X), 0 <,< 2/3 . lackins any observations

on the number of Yellow or Black balls, he ma hbave lttle or no inftrmation

indicating that one of the remaining, Infinite set of distributions is

more "likely,," more worthy of attention than anr other. I1 1w should

accumulate som observatims, in the tore of mall saele distributions,

this set of "reasonable" distributions would diminish, and a particular

distribution mlght Sather Increasing strength as a candidate; but so lorn

as the samples rmain •all, he may be far from able to select one from £

number of distributions as a unique basis for declsan.

In som situations iture two or more probabillty distributions over

the states of nature ee.m reasonable, or possible# it may still be

possible to draw on different sorts of evidence, establishing probability

weights in turn to these different distributions to arrive at a final,

couposite distribution. Nven in oar exa les, it would be misleading to

place much eipasis on the notion that a subject has no infoxiation about
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the contents of an urn on which no observations have been made. The subJe

can aways ask hlaself: bhast in the likelihood that the experimenter hap

rigged this urn? Assiuing that he has, what proportion of Red balls did

he probably set? If he is trying to trick me, how is he Soing about it?

What other bets is he going to orfer me? What sort of results is he aftee

If he has had a lot of experdience with psychological tests before, he may

be able to bring to bear a good deal of infomation and intuition that

soeem relevant to the problem of weitbting the different hypotheses, the

alternative reasonable probability distributions. In the end, these

weights, and the resulting omposite probabilities, may or may not be

equal for the different possibilities. In our examples, actual subJee.ts

do tend to be indifferent between betting on Red or Black in the

unobserved urn, in the first case, or between betting on Yellow or Black

in the secmd. This need not at all mean that they felt "completcly

isrant" or that they ould think of no reason to favor one or the other;

It does iJcaste that the reasonsp if my,, to favor one or the other

balanced out siubjectively so that the possibilities entered into their

final deciions wv*4i$,d equivalently.

lot un umrn for purposes of discussionj, that an individual can

all•ys assi• relative veigits to alternative probability distributions

reflecting the relative oqpport given by his ingA•ruation, experience and

Intuition to these rival bvpothbes. This UiVILes tJat he can always assit

relative likelihoods to the states of nature. But bow does he act in the

presence of his uncertainty? The answer to that may depend on another

sort of judgmnt, about the reliability, credibility, or adequacy of his

information (Including his relevant experiencep advice and intuition) as a
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whole: not about the relative support it may give to one bypotheses as

opposed to another, but about its ability to lend support to any bypothesis

at all.

If all the information about the events in a set of gambles were in

the form of sample-distributions, then ambiguity might be closely related,

inversely, to the size of the ample. 1 5 But sample-size is not a universally

useful index of this factor. Information about many events cannot be

conveniently described in terms of a sample distribution; moreover, sample.

size seems to focus mainly on the quantity of information. "Aubiguity" may

be high (and the confidence in any particular estimate of probabilities low)

even where there is mple quantity of information, when there are questions

of reliability and relevance of information,, ad particularly where there

is conflicting opinion and evidence.

This Judgment of the mbiguity of one's Information, of the over-all

credibility of one's composite estimstes, oa oone's confidnce in them,

cannot be exqpvssed in teasm of relative likelihoods or events (if it

could, it would sftp2.e' affect the fina1, copound probabilities). Any

scrap of evidence bearing on relative likelihood should already be

represented in those estimates. Bat having ealolted kwvlAdge, eues.,

rumor, assumption, advlo.e to arrive at a final odtA nt that one event is

more likely than mother or that they ane equally likely, one can still

stand back from this process and ask: "How mxh, in the end, is all this

wort••? How mwch do I realy know about the problem? How firm a basis for

choice, for appropriate decision and action, do I have?" The answer, "I

don't knov very much# and I can't rely on that," =W somA rather familiar,

even in connection vith martedly unequal estimates of relative likelihood.
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If "complete ignorance" is rareor non-existent, "considerable"

ignorance is surely not.

Savage himself alludes to this sort of judgment and notes as a

difficulty writh his approach that no recognition is given to it:

.. there seem to be some probability relations about which we
feel relatively "sure" as cornpared with others.. .The notion of
"sure" and "unsure" introduced here is vague, and Mr complaint
is precisely that neither the theory of personal probability,
as it is developed in this book, nor any other device known to
me renders the notion less vague...A second difficulty, perhaps
closely associated with the first one, stems from the vagueness
associated wWt• judgments of the magnitude of personal
probability. "

Knight asserts what Savage's approach tacitly denies, that such over-

all Judgm=ents may influence decision:

The action which follows upon an opinion depends as much upon
the amount of confidence in that opinion as it does upon the
favorableness of the opinion itself...Fidelity to the actual
psychology of the situation requires, we must insist, recog-
nition of these two separate exercises of judgwet, the
formation of an estimate and the estimation of its value. 1 7

Let us imagine a situation in which so many of the probability Jud~nents

an individual can bring to bear upon a particular problem are either

"vague" or "unsure" that his confidence in a particular assignment of

probabilities, as opposed to some other of a set of "reasonable" distribu-

tions, is very low. We may define this as a situation of hiGh ambiguity.

iTL general proposition to be explored belowis t}-.. Ic is precisely in

situations of this cort that self-consistent behavior violatinL, the Savage

aclxmns uay couimonly occur.

Ambiguity is a subjective variable, but it should be pousiblh to

i(uentify "objectively" some situations likely to present hi:c-h ambiguity,

by noting situatimos uere available information is scanty or obviously

ýLreltable or lhi~hl conflicting.'; or wiiere expresned expectations of
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different individuals differ widely; or where expressed confidence in

estimates tends to be low. Thus, as compared with the effects of fmiliar

production decisions or well-known random processes (like coin flipping or

roulette), the results of Research and Development, or the performance of

a new President, or the tactics of an mfwmilltar opponent are all likely

to appear anbiguous. This mould suggest a broad field of application for

the proposition above.

In terms of Shackle ' cricket exaple: Imagine an American observer

who had never heard of cricket, knev none of the rules or the method of

scoring, and had no clue as to the past record or present prospects of

England or Australia. If he were confronted with a set of side bets as to

whether EgJland would bat first--this to depend on the throw of a die or a

coin--I expect (unl.m 5hackle) that he would be found to obey Savage's

axioms pretty closely, or at least# to vent to obey them if mny discrepancies

were pointed out. Yet I shmold not be srArised by quite different

behavior, at odds vith the aiio•s•, if that particular observer were forced

to gamble heavily on the propositioe that bg]&W would win the match.

Lat us sqlpoWe that an Individual must choose mog a certain set of

actions, to whose possible aewemuenes w cn assip "Yon Newunn-

Morgenstern utilities" (reflcting the fact that in choosing mong some set

of "unambiguous" gmbles involving other events aid these ems outcomes,

he obeys the Savae axioms). We shall suppose thav by coq•oundIng various

probability Judesents of varying degrees of reliability he can eliminate

certain probability distributions over the states of nature as "unreasonable,"

assign weights to others and arrive at a caoposite "estimated" distribution

Y9 that represents all his available information on relative likelihoods.
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DAt let us further suppose that the situation is ambiguous for him. Out of

the met Y of all possible distributions there remains a set % of istribu-

time that still som "reasonable," reflecting Jiudmnts that he "iij'at

tbamuc as wel" have med,* or that his £nforuation--perce~vv .1 as r.,uity,

•mrliable p 2oEg5L -does not permit him confidently to rule cAt.

In choosing between two actions, I and lI, he can coapute *heir

expected utilities In terms of their payoffs and the "estimated" probability,

distributin yO. If the lihelhoods of the events in question vere as

unzambigous as those In the situations in which his von Nieumann-Norgen stern

utilities wre oi'ig•mW masuzed, this would be the end of the matter;

these payoff embody All his attitudes toward "risk," and expected values

will correspond to his actual preferences mog "risky" gambles. But in

this case# where his final asuuipnt of probabillties is less confident,

that caluation I loane his =*M . *'o 1 hao a lover expectation

than U, on the boeaL ot' e e stias of probabilities," he may reflect;

"1W much does that tel =? lbat' s not such of a reason to choose I1."

In this state of .in, psearcing for additional grounds for choice,

be mW try nov criterlap ask now questims. For ar of the probability

distributions In the "resaonably possible" set Y0, he can compute an

expected value for each of his actions. It might nov occur to him to ask:

'%hat might hqpm to me if mW best estmaes of 1Akelihood don't apply?

What Is the worst of the reasonable expectations of payoff that I might

associate with action I? With action IX?" He might find that he could

answer this question about the lover limit of the reasonable expectations

for a given action much m confidently than he could arrive at a single,

"best guess" expectation; the latter estimate, he might suspect, might vary



almost hourl with his mood, where&s the former mioht look much more solid,

almost a "fact," a piece of evidence definitely, worth considering in making

his choice. In almost no camse (excludng "compleate Ignorance" as

unrealistic) vill the an~y fact worth noting about a prospective action

be its "security leveJl": the "worst" of the expectations associated with

reasonably possible probability distributions. To choose on a "maxuIin"

criterion alone would be to Igore entirely those probability judgments

for whicl there is evidence. But in situations of high ambiguity, such a

criterion may appeal to a conservative person as deserving mt weight,

when interrogation of his oun subjective estimates of likelihood has

failed to disclose a set of estimates that ccomel exclusive attention in

his deci sion•-lking.

If, in the end, such a person chooses action 1, he may explain:

"In tenms of my beit e•timates of probilitles, action I has
almost as high an exectation as ation 11. But If ar best
guesses should be rottna, which vouldn't surprise me, action
I gives m better potecteanh the worst eetatio that looks
reasonably possible Isn't mbh vse than the "best guess"
expectatJ, an wmrnas with action 11 It looks possible that
my evecttation eoulL realy be terrible."

An advocate of the fvmp udoms as ntmative criteria, foreseeing

where such reasoning wil lead, ay Interject In easperation:

"Why are you double-counting the "worst" possibilities? They're
alreel taken into account in your over-al estimates of likelihoods,
weighted in a reasoned, realistic voW that represents--by your own
claim--your best jument. Once you've arrived at a probability
distribution that reflects everything you know that's relevant,
don't fiddle anuomd with it, use it. Stop asking irrelevant
question& and uhining about hoy little you really Imov."

But this may evoke the cala reply:

"It's no use bullying me into takin action I by flattering my
'best Judgment.' I I kov bow little that's based on; I'd Lv'ck it
if e were bettinj with pennies, but I vant to owv sm other
things if the stakes are imortant, and 'How much might I expect
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to lose., without being unreasonable?' just strikes me as one. of
those things. As for the reasonableness of giving extra weight
to the "bad" likelihoods, cW test for that is pragatic; in
situations where I reeafly can't judge confidentl]y aonZ a whole
range of possible distributions, this rule steers me toward actions
whose expected values are relatively insensitive to the particular
distrib.)ution in that range, without giving up tUo much in te-ns of
the "best guess" distribution. That strikes me as a sensitle,
conservative rule to follow. What's wronp, viti it?

"Vhat's wrong with it" is that it will lead to violations of Savage's

Postulate 2, and will make it impossible for an observer to describe t •

subject's choices as though he were maximizing a linear combi-nation of

payoffs and probabilities over events. Neither of these considerations,

even on reflection, may pose to our conservatile subject oveniwelminC

imperatives to change Uhis behavior. It will not be true that this behavior

is erratic or unpredictable (we shall formalize it in terms of a decision

rule below), or exhibits intrunsitivities, or amounts to "throwinC awaa,'

utility" (as would be true, for exale, if it led Lim occasionally to

choose stratecies that were strongly "dominated" by others). There Is, ".

fact, na obvious basis for asserting that it will lead him Ln the ion.: run

to vrse outcomes than he could e2~ect if he reversed some of Ui.- prefc•voce

to conform to the Savag axcimus.

Another person, or this se person in a different situation, night

have tVzed instead or in addition to me other criteria for guidatace.

One mitht a&,, in an ambiguous situation: "What is the best expectation I

)idt associate with this action, without being unreasonable?" Or: "What

is ito average expectation, giving all the reasonably possible distributionn

• weight?" The latter consideration would not, as it happens, lead to

J*3fv-ior violat in the Savage axions. Txw fontiir would, in the ame fashior

tzoý.Wo ii ..ae orposite direction as Ll ",7w' inin" criterlon dlscumsed above;
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indeed, this "maximaxing" consideration could generate the minority behavior

of those who, in our urn example, prefer II to I and III to IV. Both these

patterns of behavior could be described by a decision rule similar to the

one below, and their respective rationales might be similar to that given

above. But let us continue to focus on the particular pattern discussed

above, because it seems to predominate empirically (at least, with respect

to our examples) and because it most frequently corresponds to advice to

be found on decision-cmaing in ambiguous situations.

In reaching his decision, the relative weight that a conservative

person will give to the question, "What is the worst expectation that .mribt

appear reasonable?" will depend on his confidence in the JudAents that mo

into his estimated probability distribution. The less confident he is,

the more he will bctcr.fIce in terms r. estimated expected poroff to achieve

a given increase in 'security lavel"; the more confidoet, the greater

increase in "security I 'vel" be would dmwA to caupensate for a given drop

In estimated expectation. This implies that "tr#Aes" are possible between

security level and estImaeL -Ipectstion in his preferences, and that does

aeen to correspond to obsezred renses. MAW subjects will still prefer

to bot on P. than RI in our first ezscip ev•a when the proportion of Red

to Black in Urn U is lowered to 49:51, or will prefer to bet on Red than

on Yellow in the second exple even when one Red ball is reaoved from the

urn. But at sa point, as the "umobiguous" likelihood beoomes

increasingly unfavorable, their choices will switch.

Aseuming, purely for simplicity, that these factors enter into nis

decision rulr in linear ombination, we can denote by -0 his degree of

confidence, in a given state of info mation/ambiguity, in the estimated
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distribution y 0 , which in turn reflects all of his Judments on the

relative likelihood of distributions, including judoronts of equal likeli-

hood. let min, be the miniamum expected payoff to an act x as the probability

distribution ranges over the set YO let eat be the expected pa'off to thex

act x corresponding to the estimated distribution y0 .

The simplest decision rule reflecting the above considerations would

be:19 Associate with each x the index:

/-)est + (l-m-1). minx x

Choose that act with the highest index.

An equivalent formulation would be the following, where y is the

estimated probability vector, yin the probability vector in Y0 correspondi:

to action x: Associate with each x the index:

Choose that act with the highest index.

In the came of the Reod YeLlow and Black balls, supposinG no ocaples

and no explicit information except that 1/3 of the balls are Red, anz

subjects might lean toward an estimated distribution of (1/3', 1/3, 1/3);

if not from "ilnorance," then from counterbalancing considerations. But

many of these would find the situation ambiguous; for them the "reasonable"

distributions Y 0 mitt be all those between (1/3P 2/3,, 0) and (113, 0, 2/3).

Assuming for purposes of illustration /-- 1/4 (YO, yO, X aid '-D axe all

subjective data to be inferred by an observer or supplied by the individual,

depending on whether the criterion is being used descriptively or for

convenient decision-making), the formula for the index would be:

4 x 4 x
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The relevant data (assigning arbitrary utility values of 6 and 0 to the

money outcomes $100 and $0) would be:

Red Yellow Black Min. Eat Index

I 6 0 0 2 2 2

II 0 6 0 0 2 .5

111 6 0 6 2 4 2.5

IV 0 6 6 4 4 4

A person conforming to this rule with these values would prefer I to II

and IV to III, in violation of the Sure-thing Principle: as do most people

queried. In Justifying this pattern of behavior he might reproduce the

rationale quoted above (..v.); but mest verbal explanations, somewhat leas

articulately, tend to be along these lines:

The expected payoff for action I Is definite: 2. The risks under
action I may be no greater, but I know mhat the risk is under action
I and I don't under action X. The expectation for action II is
umbiguous, it might be better or it might be worse, anything from
0 to 4. To be on the safe side, I'll assme that it's closer to
0; so action I looks better. By the saw token, IV looks better
than III; I know that r expcted payoff with IV is 4, whereas
with III it @t be as low a" 2 (which isn't compensated by the
chance that it cLid be 6).

leaving the advocate of the 8sag axioms, if he is still arowid to

hear this, to revew his oonulaints about the silliness and irrelevance of

such considerations, let us note a practical consequence of the decision

rule which the above coment brings into focus. It has already been

mentioned that the rule will favor--other things (such as the estimated

expectation) being roughly equal--actions whose expected value is less

sensitive to variation of the probability distribution within the range

of amnbiguity. Such actions may frequently be those definable as "status

quo" or "present behavior" strategies.
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A ftmiliar, onoing pattern of activity may be subject to considerable

uncertanty, but this uncertainty is more apt to appear in the form of

"risk"; the relation between given states of nature is Ikovn precisely, and

although the random variation in the state of nature which "obtains" may be

considerable, its stochastic properties are often known confidently and in

detail. (Actually, this confidence may be self-deceptive, based on ignoring

some treacherous possibilities; nevertheless, it commnly exists). •Tn

contrast, the ambiguities surrounding the outcome of a proposed innovation,

a departure from current strategy, may be much more noticeable. Differen.

sorts of events are relevant to its outcccm, and their likelihoods must now

be estimated, often vith little evidence or prior expertise; and the effect

of a given state of nature uon the outcome of the new action may itself be

in qustion. Its variance May not apear any higher than that of the

familiar action when computed on the basis of 'best estimates" of th•

probabilities involvedp yet the meaningfulness of this calculation 04y be

subject to doubt. Th decision rule discussed will not preclude choosing

such an act, but it v:iU deftiitely bias the choice away from such subi.-uous

ventures an toward the strategy Ath "kvn risks." Thus the rule is

"conservative" in a sense nre fatiliar to everyday conversation than to

statistical decision theory; It moW often favor traditional or current

strategies, even pezos at high risk, over innovations whose consequences

are undeniably mbiguous. This prqperty may recommend it to some, discredit

it with others (some of iftam might prefer to reverse the rule, to emphasize

the more hopeful possibilities in abiguxous situationsh it does not seem

irrelevant to one's attitude toward the behavior.

In the equivalent formulation in terms of min and y , the subject
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above could be described "as though" he were assigning weights to the

respective payoffs of actions II and 1I3, vhose expected values are

uibiguaus, as follows (assuming y0 - (1/3, 1/3, 1/3) in each case):

mi 0
yx 2

11__0_2 ( 1, 7

3I 5)0 12' .

Although the final set of weights for each set of payoffs resemble proba-

bilities (they are positive, sam to unity, and represent a linear combina-

tion of two probability distributions), they differ for each action, since

ym will depend on the payoffs for x and will vary for different actions.

If these veights vere interpreted as "probabitltles," we would have to

regard the subject's subjective probabilities as being dependent uon his

payoffs, his evaluation of the outome. Thus, this model woul be

saropriate to represent cases of tre pessimim, or optimim/vishfulness

(with M~a sustituting for y*E2) owever, In this case we are assuming

conservatisms not pessialeme our subject does not actually expect the

worst, but he chooses to act "as though" ft worst ,er# smaymbat more

likely than his best e• ,o.s of lihul .. would ,Inca , In either

case, he violates the Savap axioms; it is Impossible to infer from the

resulting behavior a set of probabilities for events ine ent of his

payoffs. In effect, he "distorts" his best estimteu of likelihood, in

the direction of increased emphasis on the less favorable outcomes an to

a degree depending on/•., his confidence In his best estimate. 0

Not only does this decision model account for "deviant" behavior in a

particular,, mbiguous situstion, but It covers the observed shift in a
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&abject's behavior as ambiguity decreases. Supose that a sample is

drmaa frau the urnp strengthening the confidence in the best estimates of

lielllhood, so that '4 increasesp aaq, to 3/4. The weigts for the paoff'

to actions I1 and III would nov be:

o. a+ (l-p)

Ix

and the over-all Index would be:

Index

,[ 2

"rrC 1.5

IV 4

In other words, the relative influce of the consideration, 'What is the

wort to be eqpected?" Von the cariarlaon of actions is lessened. The

final wieits eaproach closer to the 'best estimate" values, and I and II

aproach closer to Indifferece# as do IMI and IV. This latter aspect

might ahv 4 behavionrA. in the mount a subject Is villing to pay for a

given bet on Yellow, or on (lad or Black), in the two situations.

In the limits as mbigity dlmnohbes for one reason or another and

P spproeches 1, the estimated distribution will c i ncreasingly to

domnaate decision. With confidmce in the best estimates high, behavior on

the basis of the proposed decision rule will roughly confom to the Savage

axic , and it vwulA be possible to infer the estimated probabilities from

observed choices. But prior to this, a large number of information states,

distinguishable from each other uld all far removed from "complete
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inorance," might all be sufficientlY mbiguous as to lead many decision-

makers to conform to the above decision rule vith /0< 1, in clear

violation of the axioam.

Are they foolish? It is not the object of this paper to Jude that.

I have been concerned rather to advance the testable propositions: (i)

certain information states can be meanLnully identified as highly

ambiguous; (2) in these states, many reasonable people tend to violate the

Savage axioms with respect to certain choices; (3) their behavior is

deliberate and not readily reversed upon reflection; (4) certain patterns

of "violating" behavior can be distinguished and described in terms of a

specified decision rule.

If these propositions should prove valid,, the question of the

optimality of this behavior would gain more interest. The mere fact that

it conflicts vith certain asioms of choice that at first glance appear

reasonable does not oesm to =e to foreclose this question; empLrical

research, and even preliminary speculation, about the vmtvv! of actual or

"successful" 'decsion-m~akLg mWG unerainty Is still too young to give

us emf1dmo ttat these a are not sbst.zctlng awy from vital consider-

ations. It woud seem Incautious to rule pereftorily that the people in

question should not allov their peroq•ti of biguityp their wuase with

their best estimates of pobability, to Influence their decision: or to

"assert that the mner in uhich they respond to it is pgainst their long-

rwn interest and that they mould be in me sense better off if they sheoul

go against their deep-felt preferences. If their rationale for their

decision behavior is not uniquely co•pelling (and recent discussions vith

T. Schelling have raised questions in qr min about it), neither, it seems
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to me, are the counterarguments. Indeedy, it seems out of the question

swum~rily to Jude their behavior as irrational: I an included among ther.

In wV case, it fbllovs from the propositions above that for their

behavior In the situations in question, the Bayesian or Savage approach

gives wrong predictions and, by their lightsp bad advice. They act in

conflict with the axioms deliberately, without qpology, becausa it seeme

to them the sensible way to behave. Are they clearly mistaken?


